This review describes the main types of antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) synthesised by crustaceans, primarily those identified in shrimp, crayfish, crab and lobster. It includes an overview of their range of microbicidal activities and the current landscape of our understanding of their gene expression patterns in different body tissues. It further summarises how their expression might change following various types of immune challenges. The review further considers proteins or protein fragments from crustaceans that have antimicrobial properties but are more usually associated with other biological functions, or are derived from such proteins. It discusses how these unconventional AMPs might be generated at, or delivered to, sites of infection and how they might contribute to crustacean host defence in vivo. It also highlights recent work that is starting to reveal the extent of multi-functionality displayed by some decapod AMPs, particularly their participation in other aspects of host protection. Examples of such activities include proteinase inhibition, phagocytosis, antiviral activity and haematopoiesis.
Introduction
Conventional antimicrobial peptides are small (usually <10 kDa or <100 amino acids) cationic and amphipathic proteins that kill a broad spectrum of micro-organisms in a stoichiometric manner. It has now been nearly 40 years since defensins, cecropins and magainins were independently isolated from mammals, insects and amphibians by Bob Lehrer, Hans Boman and Michael Zasloff, respectively. Since then thousands of antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) have been reported by other workers, with over 5,500 listed on protein, gene or AMP databases. Indeed at least 13 AMP-dedicated databases have been created since 2002, with, to the best of our knowledge at the time of writing, the most recent being LAMP (Zhao et al., 2013a) . However, different databases have been compiled for different purposes and search criteria, so do not necessarily list every AMP discovered.
What these databases do show is that AMPs are expressed in the blood, mucosa and other body tissues of a very wide range of taxa, from simple protists and acoelomate invertebrates to mammals, with some also identified in plants, yeasts or fungi (http://aps.unmc.edu/AP/main.php). Clearly, AMPs are no longer the new kids on the immunology block but are now fully recognised potent effectors against infection and, as such, are a key part of innate inflammatory and mucosal defences. We can therefore regard AMPs as established and evolutionarily very old defence proteins.
As review articles have already been published that describe the various AMP families in crustaceans and other invertebrate taxa Smith et al., 2010; Sperstad et al., 2011; Tassanakajon et al., 2011 Tassanakajon et al., , 2015 Song & Li, 2014) , the present article is concerned with considering recent advances in our knowledge of crustaceans AMPs (i.e. over the last 5 years) but places this within the context of established knowledge. It focuses primarily, but not exclusively, on decapods, as this group of crustaceans are a major focus of research on account of their economic importance in aquaculture. There is an ever growing problem of disease in shrimp aquaculture and the farming of other comestible decapod species, mainly through increased intensification in the farming methods and expansion of global markets for brood-stock and seed. This, of course, is the major driver for much of the funding that underpins research, so it is not surprising that antimicrobial peptides and the factors that regulate their transcription and synthesis are amongst the most frequently studied immune proteins in these decapods. This article will, first, give an overview of the range of AMPs produced by crustaceans, followed by a survey of the current landscape in our understanding of their antimicrobial activities and patterns of expression. It will then discuss new research that reveals some quirky aspects of their biological roles and participation in host defence.
Lysozymes
Although not fitting the traditional definition of an AMP, lysozyme is widely considered to be an antimicrobial protein. It is a muramidase that primarily exerts its effects on target bacteria by cleaving the β 1,4-glycosidic bonds in the peptidoglycan of bacterial cell walls.
Lysozyme activities have been observed and quantified in the immune cells of many animal species, although its investigation in crustaceans has been relatively limited compared with other taxa. As with crustins, penaeidins and ALFs, knowledge of lysozyme in crustaceans has come largely from cDNA or EST data coupled with recombinant protein assays (e.g. Pan et al., 2010; Supungul et al., 2010) .
Of three main types of lysozyme recognised across animal taxa: namely the c-(chicken), g-(goose) and i-(invertebrate) types (reviewed by Callewaert & Michiels, 2010) , only c-and itypes have been found in crustaceans (Supungul et al., 2010; Kaizu et al., 2011; PeregrinoUriarte et al., 2011) . These types are notable for also killing some Gram-negative bacteria (Mai & Hu, 2009; Supungal et al., 2010) , with the activity, at least in c-types, attributed to the presence of a hydrophobic region in the molecule (Touch et al., 2004 ) that enables them to kill in a non-enzymatic way (Callewaert & Michiels, 2010) .
Other AMP types
It is clear from Tables 2 and 3 that, while sequence-driven discovery of AMPs is highly successful in discovering new peptides or isoforms, whether from existing families or as completely new AMP molecules, greater novelty comes from the bioassay guided purification of AMPs from cells or tissues (Table 3) . Good examples include arasin-1 and hyastatin, isolated from haemocytes of the spider crab, Hyas araneus, (Stensvåg et al., 2008; Sperstad et al., 2009) , These are unusual AMPs as they have a 'chimeric'-type structure, i.e. one composed of several distinct regions, such as pro-arg, gly-rich or cys-rich (Stensvåg et al., 2008; Sperstad et al., 2009) . Arasin-1 is a cationic, broad-spectrum protein, which has some sequence similarity to bovine bactenecin-7 and porcine PR-39, the insect metalnikowin as well as the Bac-like AMP of C. maenas and astacidin-2 (Stensvåg et al., 2008) . A later study demonstrated chitin-binding activity of arasin fragments, and also showed that the likely mode of killing was not lytic, but more probably mediated in the intracellular environment akin to the mode displayed by PR-39 (Paulsen et al., 2013) .
Bacterial inhibition assays made on different synthetic fragments of arasin-1 have revealed that the antimicrobial activity is reliant on the cys-rich region at the C terminus with the N terminus showing weaker antimicrobial effects but strong chin-binding properties (Sperstad et al., 2009) . Hyastatin is similarly a cationic peptide that shows broad-spectrum antimicrobial activity, but consists of three distinctly different domains, namely a gly-rich region at the N-terminus, a short pro/arg-rich region, and a cys-rich region resembling that of penaeidins (Sperstad et al., 2009 ). Subsequently, a hyastatin-like sequence has been found from a haemocyte cDNA library of the crab, Portunus trituberculatus (Shen et al., 2010) . Whether the corresponding protein has similar killing or binding properties to hyastatin from H. araneus has yet to be established.
Amongst other haemocyte-derived AMPs recently identified from the haemocytes of crustaceans, is callinectin, a pro-arg-rich cationic protein, expressed by the blue crab, Callinectes sapidus (Noga et al., 2011) (Table 3) . However, despite showing some homology to arasin-1 from H. araneus, callinectin differs in its sequence in a number of respects, most notably in modifications of its tryptophan residue, so is therefore considered as a distinct type of crustacean AMP (Noga et al., 2011) . It would be interesting to know if other members of the Brachyura show arasin-or callinectin-like antimicrobial proteins or genes.
An important group of cationic AMPs are defensins, which are widespread throughout animal taxa, including arthropods (reviewed by Tassanakajon et al., 2015) , although their presence has yet to be confirmed from crustaceans. Two accounts have recently been published recording defensin-like isoforms from haemocyte cDNA libraries of the Japanese spiny lobster, Panulirus japonicus, and the Caribbean spiny lobster, P. argus (Pisuttharachai et al., 2009; Montero-Alejo et al., 2012) (Table 3) . Sequence data and phylogenetic analyses of these confirm they have high levels of identity with vertebrate β-defensins, but currently no information is available about their structure or antimicrobial activities (Pisuttharachai et al., 2009; Montero-Alejo et al., 2012) . The possible existence of defensins or defensin-like peptides in crustaceans is therefore an interesting area for further research.
In contrast to cationic AMPs in crustaceans, relatively few anionic AMPs are known in decapods, with only two reported to date (Table 3) . One is scygonadin, a 10.8 kDa protein, purified from the seminal fluid of male mud crabs, Scylla paramamosain (formerly S. serrata) . The structure of scygonadin is yet to be determined, but its amino-acid sequence structure shows no significant homology to any crustacean AMPs described to date . It has activity against Micrococcus luteus and, to a lesser extent, Aeromomas hydrophila . A protein with ca. 94 % sequence similarity to scygonadin, was later purified from haemocytes of S. paramamosain by Yedery & Reddy (2009) . Recent research has revealed that transcripts of the gene encoding the protein occur in ovary, spermatheca, haemocytes and gill of females, and in males, it is evident in the ejaculatory duct, haemocytes and mid gut .
Interestingly, expression levels vary in both species pre and post mating, with high levels in the male ejaculatory duct significantly falling post mating, while in females, expression in the spermatheca rises substantially from relatively low levels after mating .
These results indicate that scygonadin might be important for protection of sperm during copulation, or has some other purpose, as yet unknown. The second anionic AMP known to date in crustacean is stylicin, which was identified as a transcript from haemocytes of Litopenaeus stylirosis (Rolland et al., 2010) (Table 3 ). The recombinant protein is 8.9 kDa and has 13 cysteine residues at the C terminus (Rolland et al., 2010) . However, these do not form a WAP domain and there is no significant homology with other listed AMPs (Rolland et al., 2010) . Stylicin has strong activity against the crustacean fungal pathogen, Fusarium oxysporum, with weaker activity against three species of Vibrio (Rolland et al., 2010) (Table 3) .
Unfortunately, there are very few AMPs reported for non-decapod crustaceans, with currently only two accounts published. The first is armadillidin, purified from the haemocytes of the terrestrial isopod, Armadillidium vulgare (Herbinière et al., 2005) (Table 3) . This AMP is a small (5.2 kDa) gly-rich peptide that shows activity against Gram-positive bacteria (Herbinière et al., 2005) . Neither amino-acid nor DNA sequences of the peptide have significant similarity with other arthropod gly-rich AMPs (Herbinière et al., 2005) , so it is regarded as a novel peptide and not a member of any existing families. The second nondecapod AMP was purified from whole body homogenates of krill, Euphausia superba on the basis of its activity against the Gram-positive bacterium, Staphylococccus aureus (Zhao et al., 2013b) . It was designated as CMCC-1 and shown, by scanning electron microscopy, to cause damage to the bacterial cell walls and membranes (Zhao et al., 2013b) . The ability of CMCC-1 to similarly affect Gram-negative bacteria has not been tested as yet, nor are there any further details available about its structure. Therefore it remains unclear whether it is a novel peptide or belongs to an existing peptide classification.
Antimicrobial activities of non-immune proteins
In addition to proteins that are considered dedicated AMPs, there are also a number of molecules that have strong antimicrobial effects but are better known for other biological functions, or else are generated as a cleavage product from a 'parent' protein with a nonimmunological role. A good illustration is the histone group. These proteins are chiefly responsible for maintaining nuclear organisation, especially the packaging of chromosomes within the nucleus. As long ago as 1958, Hirsch reported that histones from humans have potent antibacterial effects, although it was not for another 40 or so years before this important discovery was appreciated within the wider context of host defence. Their recognition as contributors to host protection against infection was stimulated to some extent by the finding that several histones or histone fragments are active against bacteria in the skin exudates of fish (Kim et al., 1996; Park et al., 2000; Fernandes et al., 2002 ; see also review by and amphibians (Kawasaki et al., 2003) . As histones are highly conserved, histones or histone-derived fragments from crustaceans would be expected to display similar microbicidal properties, and indeed histone H2A from L. vannamei has been shown to do so (Patat et al., 2004) . This H2A completely inhibits the growth of Micrococcus luteus at a concentration of 4.5 µM, with a mixture of H2B and H4 achieving the same level of killing at 3 µM (Patat et al., 2004) . A study of recombinant H2A from the freshwater prawn, Macrobrachium rosenbergii, has now confirmed that this histone has antibacterial effects against both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria (Arockiaraj et al., 2013a) . Molecular analysis of its cDNA has demonstrated that it has a predicted molecular mass of 15 kDa with a very high sequence identity (99%) to other known histone H2As, including that from Penaeus monodon (Arockiaraj et al., 2013a) . Based on structural analyses, these authors go on to suggest that the active domain is at the N terminus (Arockiaraj et al., 2013a) . Interestingly, expression of the gene encoding H2A in M.
rosenbergii, is up-regulated sevenfold 12 h after experimental infection with bacteria (Aeromomas hydrophilia or Vibrio harveyi) or viral agents (White Spot Syndrome Virus) (Arockiaraj et al., 2013a) . A parallel study also on M. rosenbergii, by the same group, has further demonstrated that the N-and C-termini of histone H4 have microbicidal activities towards Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, with, again, up-regulation of gene expression, most notably in the gills, after injection of V. hydrophilia, V. harveyi or WSSV (Chaurasia et al., 2015) . Clearly, histones are potentially powerful antimicrobial defence molecules but it is not easy to understand how they contribute to host defence in vivo, as they are tightly enclosed with the cell nucleus. This raises the questions: how and under what circumstances would they be liberated to the extra-nuclear environment to interact with potential pathogens or is the antimicrobial activity determined for these proteins in vitro
Another group of non-immune proteins in crustaceans that have strong microbicidal effects are peptides generated from haemocyanin, a copper-binding protein synthesized mainly in the hepatopancreas and haemocytes (Rainer & Brouwer, 1993; Huang et al., 2014) that is more normally regarded as a respiratory protein in crustaceans. The peptide fragments were first isolated from the C-terminus of haemocyanin of L. vannamei by DestoumieuxGarzón et al. (2001) . These shrimp peptides have a net negative charge and molecular masses of ca 2.75, 7.98 or 8.34 kDa respectively, quite unlike penaeidins or crustins. They appear to be active only against fungi, probably through binding to chitin (DestoumieuxGarzón et al., 2001) . Another AMP derived from haemocyanin, named astacidin-1, has been purified from the plasma of the crayfish, Pacifastacus leniusculus (Lee et al., 2003) , with, more recently, a further type of astacidin identified from another crayfish, Procambarus clarkii (Shi et al., 2014) . This new astacidin not only inhibits the growth of fungi, but also binds bacterial cell wall components (such as peptidoglycan, lipopolysaccharide and lipoteichoic acid) (Shi et al., 2014) . It appears to exert its effects on fungi by damaging the membrane by pore formation (Choi & Lee, 2014) . RNAi knock down experiments show that, in addition to microbial killing, this new astacidin participates in bacterial clearance in vivo, as the rate at which injected bacteria are removed from the circulation is impaired in the knock-down animals (Shi et al., 2014) . Antibacterial and antifungal activities have similarly been reported for two recombinant C-terminus fragments derived from haemocyanin cDNA extracted from F. chinensis and tested against a panel of Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria or fungi (Qiu et al., 2014) . As yet, it has still to be clarified how these fragments are cleaved from haemocyanin in vivo. It could be via proteases liberated from haemocytes, as suggested originally by Destoumieux-Garzón et al. (2001) , but it could occur non-proteolytically as a recent paper has found that in the porcelain crab, Petrolisthes cinctipes, haemocyanin fragmentation occurs after non-lethal heat-shock (Garland et al., 2015) . Interestingly, heat-shock enhances haemocyanin mRNA expression in L. vannamei (Loc et al., 2013) possibly to replenish the haemocyanin pool depleted by fragmentation. This is an intriguing finding because non-lethal heat shocking has been documented to improve resistance of shrimp against bacterial and viral infections (de la Vega et al., 2006; Sung et al., 2007) , contrary to the widely held expectation that stress impairs immune function in most animals. Indeed, the use of heat shock has been argued by some authors (reviewed by Sung & MacRae, 2011) to be a useful non-traumatic method for enhancing humoral and cellular innate immunity in aquaculture species.
Contrary to this belief, the study on L. vannamei by Loc et al., (2013) further showed that heat shock confers no overall improvement in survival of post-larvae after challenge with Vibrio harveyi, with expression of crustin and peroxinectin found to remain unchanged and mRNA levels of penaeidin actually reduced. Heat shocking therefore remains an unproven and controversial immune-stimulating strategy.
Of course, histones and haemocyanin occur in all crustacean species but there are also species-specific molecules in decapods that appear to have antibiotic effects whilst not conforming to the template of 'classical' AMPs. One such group is the lectins. These carbohydrate-binding glycoproteins comprise a diverse array of molecules that occur widely across many animal taxa now categorized into as many as 13 families (see the Animal Lectin Database: http://www.imperial.ac.uk/research/animallectins/). Initially investigated within an immunological context as agglutinins of red blood cells or bacteria, they were originally thought to be important as opsonins, especially in molluscs and ascidians. They are now known to play extremely diverse roles in host defence in invertebrates, being involved in cell adhesion and binding, recognition and, in some cases, also direct antimicrobial activity. Whilst their presence in decapods has been noted for some time (see for example, Sun et al., 2007; , they have only more recently come to prominence through advances in nucleic acid technologies that has allowed sequence identification from resources such as cDNA or EST libraries. Data mining of the shrimp transcriptome, alone, has revealed sequences that match seven types amongst the 13 families of lectins (reviewed by . That they may contribute to antimicrobial defence is demonstrated by the finding that a recombinant lectin from F. chinensis inhibits the growth of several micro-organisms, including bacteria and fungi, with activity against Gram-positive bacteria stronger than that against Gram-negatives . The lectin responsible is a calcium-dependent C-type, defined as such by its possession of a single Ctype lectin domain comprising four conserved cysteine residues that make up two disulphide bridges which stabilize the molecule (see review by . The gene is highly expressed in the hepatopancreas of F. chinensis with lower levels expressed in the stomach and intestine indicating it might help protect against infection, especially via the gut. It is noteworthy that the encoded protein is detectable in the plasma of infected or disease resistant shrimp and facilitates the clearance of L.
anguillarum from the circulation (Wang et al., 2009a,b) .
The current landscape in gene expression
By far the greatest intensity of research effort into crustacean AMPs in recent years has been into their patterns of expression in different body organs or tissues and after various experimental treatments of the host, particularly in vivo challenge with micro-organisms or compounds thought to stimulate immunity. Several decapod species have been the subject of such analyses, although work has tended to be directed at shrimp, no doubt because of their huge importance in aquaculture. A diversity of challenge microbes, or structural components from them has been used as non-self agents, with bacteria and virus being Whilst each table is devoted to a particular family of AMP, there are some interesting trends that emerge by comparison across the tables.
Bacterial challenge
Given that the main AMP families in crustaceans were discovered by bioassay-guided isolation, based on their ability to bind or inhibit the growth of bacteria, it is not surprising that bacteria have been most frequently used as the challenge agents. Results have been obtained from numerous bacterial species, including Gram-negative and Gram-positive strains, both pathogenic and non-pathogenic for decapods. For reasons of space, only the Gram staining characteristic of the bacteria rather than individual species names are used in the tables.
In general, gene expression of the main AMP families tends to be up-regulated following bacterial challenge, and this is apparent across the different shrimp and crab species used.
Frequently, up-regulation is observed in response to both Gram-negative and Grampositive bacterial challenge, but, since the native or recombinant AMPs can be more active in vitro against one Gram-reactive type rather than the other, it might be expected that this would also be reflected in their gene expression. However, this does not appear to be the case. Most of the significant changes in gene expression are reported from the haemocytes as these cells are usually the source of isolation for the AMPs. Where significant changes have been noted in other tissues, these are commonly the gills, hepatopancreas or haematopoietic tissues. As these organs are highly vascularised, up-regulation is probably due to a major contribution from the haemocytes. It would be useful in gene expression studies to make more use of in situ techniques to confirm whether changes in vascularised tissues are originating from haemocytes or other cell types.
When considering individual families, the gene expression of crustins in particular might be expected to show more up-regulation with Gram-positive species. Instead, the trend is predominantly either up-regulation or no change in response to both Gram-reactive types.
One example where no changes have been observed is a report by Sperstad et al. (2010) .
These authors performed one of very few in vitro experiments where each of the 3 main cell types (namely hyaline, semi-granular and granular) were cultured separately with bacteria.
It is therefore a valuable study that clarifies the level of transcription in different haemocyte types. It is possible that Sperstad et al. (2010) failed to detect significant changes is because cells synthesising crustins need interactions with other immune factors to drive production of the peptides. A recent study using haemocytes from L. vannamei has confirmed that crustin gene expression is significantly higher in semi-granular and granular haemocytes (Yang et al., 2015) .
A second example where no change has been recorded with bacterial challenge is that of Soonthornchei et al. (2010) , who investigated crustin expression in the gut of P. monodon (Table 4) . These workers used an in vivo approach and examined tissue sections in addition to quantifying gene expression. An important observation made in this paper is that large parts of the gut tissue are severely damaged, together with mass infiltration of necrotic haemocytes after bacterial injection (Soonthornchei et al., 2010) (Table 4 ). Again, given that the haemocytes are predominantly responsible for AMP transcription, this would have influenced the results of the gene expression.
Considering the response to bacterial challenge in penaeidins and ALFs, the patterns are more consistent than those reported for crustins (Table 4- Table 6 could be influenced by their binding capabilities as well as by their antimicrobial effects. When bacteria are present, ALF proteins will naturally bind to them, thus likely stimulating production of new protein.
A degree of caution is necessary in interpreting these trends for a number of reasons. For example, recognition of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria involves different pathways depending on the pathogen-associated molecular patterns that are unique to that type of micro-organism. Furthermore, bacterial species differ widely in the configuration of their wall or membrane structure, with some showing atypical Gram reactions.
Mycoplasmas are especially interesting as these lack cell walls entirely and members of this group, such as mollicutes, are widespread arthropod pathogens. An example of the response to mollicute exposure is the study by Meng et al. (2014) (Table 4 ). These authors used the pathogen, Spiroplasma eriocheris, to challenge the crab, E. sinensis. In contrast to the general trends observed with bacterial challenge, crustin expression was significantly down-regulated (Meng et al., 2014) . This study also brings home the message that the host response to pathogens will differ to that towards non-pathogens, as the former often have characteristics that either render them wholly or partially insusceptible to the host immune system, or out-pace the host reactions. Non-pathogens, by contrast, would likely trigger a strong defence response and be contained. The wide array of bacterial strains used as challenge models makes it difficult to know how well these expectations are upheld.
Viral challenge
Viral challenge is routinely performed using White Spot Syndrome virus (WSSV) or its envelope or tail proteins, such as VP28, probably reflecting the huge problem that WSSV presents to crustacean aquaculture. Although many experiments have quantified AMP gene expression in response to WSSV, the general lack of anti-viral activity in these peptides means that gene expression results may be arising from other aspects of WSSV infection in the body. Virally infected shrimp become quickly become moribund and opportunistic bacterial infections are likely to be occurring in tandem and unobserved. comes from an early (3-12 h) down regulation, followed by a short period of no change, before an up-regulation at 48 h or later (Table 4 & 5). As it is well established that the immediate host response to immune challenge is for the haemocyte number to fall dramatically (Smith et al. 2003; , it would be interesting to follow the total and differential haemocyte count in parallel with the gene expression, as this could indicate whether gene expression was linked with the proportions of viable cells responsible for producing the transcripts. It would also be useful to run challenge experiments over much longer durations, as this might indicate whether regular cellular renewal patterns coincided with changes in gene expression.
Under viral challenge conditions, the pattern of ALF expression is much more consistent than those observed in the other two main AMP families (Table 6 ). As happens with injection of bacteria, ALF expression appears to be consistently up-regulated on exposure to WSSV (Table 6 ). This again may or may not be due to other consequences of viral infection, e.g. ALF responding to secondary infections by bacteria. Where a dual up-and down-regulation of ALF is recorded, this again most frequently relates to time differences (e.g. Liu et al., 2013) or different expression patterns in ALF isoforms (e.g. Ren et al., 2012) .
Fungal challenge
The number of gene expression studies using fungal agents is notably fewer than those using bacteria or viruses. The general trend is up-regulation of crustins and ALFs in the haemocytes. However, with few studies to draw on, this could not be regarded as a clear pattern representative of typical responses to fungi. There is also a question over the relevance of what organism is used to represent a fungal challenge -terrestrial yeast species are commonly used in experiments with crustaceans, but are not necessarily the most appropriate. In the natural environment, fresh and brackish-water shrimp species in particular, are most likely to encounter eukaryotic pathogens from groups such as the water molds (oomycetes) (Philips et al., 2007) . These organisms are widespread in aquatic environments and many reports exist of their pathogenicity to fish and shellfish (Philips et al., 2007) . However, with the exception of extensive studies of the response of crayfish to the oomycete pathogen, Aphanomyces astaci, there has been almost complete neglect of the response to these pathogens in other species.
Immunostimulation
Immunostimulation is a major area of research in crustacean immunology, arising from the massive disease problems that affect the aquaculture industry and the lack of effective treatments to combat them. In general, immunostimulants are regarded as substances administered to farmed fish and shellfish with intent to enhance innate immune reactivity and thus improve resistance or survival following infection by potentially harmful microorganisms. The route of administration is usually dietary, thus the term 'probiotic' (i.e. a microbial component that confers a general health benefit to the host) is often used interchangeably with 'immunostimulant'. For the purposes of this review, 'immunostimulant' is regarded as any substance given to crustaceans with the specific intent of boosting immunity and/or survival following an experimental challenge. Both commercial and candidate (i.e. those under testing) immunostimulants arise from extremely numerous and diverse bacterial and plant sources, creating problems of consistency, quality and contamination when used in experimental trials (reviewed by Smith et al., 2003; Hauton et al., 2015) , thus further complicating interpretation of results. For reasons of space, it is not possible to give in the present paper details of all individual immunostimulants used in recent studies. (Tables 4 & 5) . However, the up-regulation in penaedins is more frequently seen in the haematopoietic tissue, in contrast to microbial challenge experiments where most significant changes were reported from the haemocytes ( Table 5 ). The number of studies concerning ALF expression in immunostimlated animals is fewer, with representative examples showing up-regulation (Table 6 ).
The expression of the crustins shows no clear trends, with studies recording both up-and down-regulation in several species (Table 4) . In contrast to bacterial or viral agents, most of the significant changes occur in the tissues rather than from the circulating haemocytes (Table 4) (Table 4) . As considered above, it is important to consider the number and proportion of different haemocyte types in circulation and in the tissues. A further consideration is that reports exist of some immunostimulants having cytotoxic effects on haemocytes (Hauton et al., 2004) , which would impact on gene expression.
Given the lack of detail provided on some immunostimulant preparations, together with the issues already mentioned about quality and consistence of the various compounds, it is becoming clear that it is essential to set in place a standardized framework to understand how best to develop effective preventatives and cures in crustacean aquaculture. Hauton et al. (2015) have proposed a set of guidelines regarding the 'Minimum Information required to Support a Stimulant Assessment Experiment' (MISA) which would greatly benefit the research area. These guidelines suggest inclusion of all details of the host animals, e.g. age, life-history, origin, as well as full biochemical characterization of the test substance, recording of mortalities, and molecular characterization of the species/strain of test pathogen (Hauton et al., 2015) . Implementing such elements into immunostimulant research would greatly improve the quality and reproducibility of results and make possible much more meaningful comparisons across numerous publications.
Functionality of crustacean AMPs
Despite their power to reveal changes within the host to life experiences, expression studies do not help us discover new or unusual types which may exist and contribute to host defence. In particular, as most gene studies have tended to concentrate on the dominant families of AMPs, mainly crustins, penaeidins, ALFs and lysozymes, far less is known about expression patterns of the less prominent AMP types. Sadly, too, there have been far fewer studies of the native proteins of all AMP types and their isoforms compared to recombinant ones, with most functional analyses concerned with measurements of antibacterial activities against different microbial strains. This leaves a dearth of information on several other aspects of their functionality in vivo. For example, the regulation of AMP transcription and the processes by which the mature proteins are delivered from their sites of synthesis to wounds or loci of infection has been poorly investigated, as has the wider ability of AMPs in crustaceans to contribute to immunity or to other physiological processes.
However recent work is starting to shed light on the issues.
Delivering the goods
For most AMPs secreted at epithelial or mucosal surfaces, delivery would occur directly to the surface by exocytosis to protect against invasion through any breaches of the integument. For AMPs synthesised and contained within the granules of haemocytes, mature proteins would be released in a regulated way at times of need, with synthesis of new proteins induced by pattern recognition receptors, such as Toll or IMD. Certainly in recent years a growing number of sequence reports of Toll receptors from various decapod species have been published, showing that these genes are expressed across a wide range of tissues and are up-regulated after immune challenge (Arts et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2007 Yang et al., , 2008 Mekata et al., 2008; Vidya et al., 2014) . A very recent study on crayfish has shown that Toll regulates expression of crustin, ALF and lysozyme in P. clarkii, and penaeidins in shrimp with attacin, Metchnikowin, and drosomycin over-expressed in Drosophila S2 cells . In addition, homologues of key elements of the immune deficiency (IMD) pathway that mediates immunity against Gram-negative bacteria in Drosophila spp, have been identified in F. chinensis and P. clarkii. (Lan et al., 2013) .
Other workers have identified homologs of the Rel/NF-kB transcription factors, for example:
Relish (Huang et al., 2009 ), Dorsal (Huang et al., 2010) , Spätzle-like proteins (Shi et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2012) , and the adapter protein MyD88 (Qin et al., 2015) . Also recently, Zhang et al. (2015b) have reported a further component, Flightless, from L. vannamei as a possible negative regulator in Toll signaling. A different negative regulator of the Tollmediated NF-κB pathway known in mammals that has recently been identified also in shrimp is SARM (sterile-alpha and armadillo motif-containing protein) .
In mammals, SARM plays an important role in negatively regulating the TLR-mediated NFkB pathway (Carty et al., 2006) . In L. vannamei silencing of SARM by dsRNA-mediated RNA interference increases expression of penaedins and ALF and reduces survival of shrimp to Vibrio infection . It therefore appears to also be a negative regulator of AMPs in shrimp and is thought to act by inhibiting the promoter activities of the AMPs .
Following recognition, transcription and synthesis mediated through Toll or IMD, the process of AMP delivery in phagocytic cells, would likely be by release into the phagosome, as found for penaeidins by Destoumieux et al. (2000) . Killing would then be executed in conjunction with reactive oxygen species generated by the respiratory burst. However, not all crustacean haemocytes that express AMPs are phagocytic and in some species, notably members of the Brachyura, the phagocytic cells may contain few, if any, AMP-rich granules (Sperstad et al., 2010) . For these haemocytes, it is generally assumed that AMPs are discharged from the granules directly into the haemolymph where they interact in the extracellular environment with any infective micro-organisms in their vicinity. Binding and killing by AMPs to bacteria outside the cell is probably most effective within the body organs or tissues as these are relatively confined spaces. However, in the open circulation, it may be less so, especially if the AMP has a short half-life, degrades or is diluted in the haemolymph beyond its minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC). Carcinin, for example, is predicted to have a relatively short half-life as it rapidly breaks down after cleavage from the leader sequence when it forms the active molecule, at least in vitro (Brockton et al., 2007) .
It is not known how long the protein is stable in vivo.
A short half-life may be a safeguard against any possible deleterious effects of the mature protein on self-tissues, but the paucity of information about the stability and half-life of crustins in general means it is unclear if this is true for crustins in general. Carcinin, and other crustins also tend to have relatively high MIC values, at least compared to penaeidins or histones. Of the few studies made on native or recombinant proteins, MIC values of around 5-50 µM have been reported for crustins (Zhang et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2015) , whereas penaeidins have MIC values in the range of 0.6-20 µM (Destoumieux et al., 1999; Hu et al., 2006) , and MICs of ca 0.5-5.0 µM determined for histone H2A from shrimp (Patat et al., 2004) (Table 2 ). So, are there mechanisms by which AMPs can be delivered intimately to microbes dispersed throughout the haemolymph of crustaceans to effect killing, given that most species have a large open haemocoel and do these proteins contribute to physiology and homeostasis in ways other than microbial killing?
Role in microbial trapping and encapsulation
Encapsulation is a well recognized mechanism by which infective agents in the haemolymph can be sequestered from the general circulation and ultimately killed in vivo in crustaceans (reviewed in Smith et al., 2010) and other arthropods (Smith, 2010) but recent work on crab has demonstrated that there is an additional mechanism that helps to entrap micro-organisms in the blood and bring them into close contact with antimicrobial proteins released into the haemolymph from the haemocytes. This process, known as ETosis, was first discovered in human neutrophils (Brinkmann et al., 2004) but has since been reported for other mammalian leucocytes involved in inflammation (von Kockritz-Blickwede, 2008; Yousefi et al., 2008; Webster et al, 2010; Aulik et al., 2012) . In every species studied, it entails the controlled release of de-condensed chromatin from the nucleus to the extracellular environment where the released nuclear material forms a cloud-like mesh (Brinkmann et al., 2004) . Micro-organisms become ensnared on the mesh, thus preventing their spread around the body (Brinkmann et al., 2004) . Importantly, antibacterial proteins, particularly hyper-citrullinated histones, discharged from the dying cell bind to and decorate the expelled chromatin fibres, so are brought into close contact with the ensnared microbes (Brinkmann et al., 2004; Fuchs et al., 2007) . The response in neutrophils is associated with NADPH oxidase activation and downstream generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), such as hydroxyl radicals, H 2 O 2 , singlet oxygen and HOCl (Fuchs et al., 2007; Stoiber et al., 2015) . ROS work in combination with AMPs studded on the net structure to kill bacteria or other infective agents immobilized on the chromatin matrix (Fuchs et al., 2007) . An equivalent process has subsequently been reported for chicken heterophils (Chuammitri et al., 2009 ) and fish phagocytes (Palic et al., 2007; Brodgen et al., 2014) . The process is not confined to vertebrates, as similar entrapment of bacteria on externalized chromatin has been demonstrated with haemocytes from crab, C. maenas (Robb et al., 2014) (Fig 1) and shrimp, Litopennaeus vannamei. (Ng et al., 2015) in vitro, with the bacteria Listonella anguillarum and E. coli, respectively, ensnared on the extruded DNA. The study on shrimp did not define which haemocyte type(s) display the response, but with C. maenas, the use of separated haemocyte populations in vitro has revealed that only the agranular hyaline haemocytes and the semi-granular haemocytes show the response (Robb et al., 2014) .
Neither the granular haemocytes nor the prohaemocytes of this animal display ETotic activity (Robb et al., 2014) . Crucially, in vitro immunocytochemical studies have confirmed that externalised chromatin becomes decorated with histone H2A (Robb et al., 2014; Ng et al., 2015) with, in shrimp, the trapped E. coli permeabilised and killed on the chromatin fibres (Ng et al., 2015) . Pretreatment of the chromatin nets with DNAse dismantles net structure (Robb et al., 2014) and, if added before bacterial challenge, digestion of the chromatin traps reduces the number of the bacteria caught and killed (Ng et al., 2015) . As yet, the co-localisation of penaeidin or other conventional AMPs on the chromatin meshes structures not been demonstrated for either shrimp or crab, although ROS and hypercitrullinated histones would almost certainly contribute to killing on the nets. It is significant that ETosis is a process that enables histones to become exposed to infective agents within the haemocoel.
Perhaps more importantly, Robb et al. (2014) further showed that ETosis occurs in vivo in crab in response to injection of LPS, with the extruded chromatin also serving to ensnare circulating haemocytes. However, surprisingly, the protein, presumably peroxinectin, that binds to anti-MPO antibody does not co-localize with the extruded DNA, but instead tends to be present between intact, but flattened, haemocytes that surround the chromatin-rich core of the formed capsules (Robb et al., 2014) , no doubt aiding the adhesion of haemocytes within the structure. Crucially, extracellular chromatin seems to act as the scaffold upon which the haemocytes assemble during encapsulation, showing that histones and chromatin liberated from the nucleus of ETotic cells are a highly effective way of constraining the spread of infective agents. Encapsulation, at least in shrimp, may be further aided by penaeidins, as there is a report from 2009 which showed that silencing penaeidin expression in semi-granular and granular haemocytes from P. monodon reduces the ability of the cells to adhere to culture plate surfaces, with a recombinant penaeidin able to restore the adhesiveness in an integrin-mediated manner . It would interesting to see not only whether penaidins decorate extracellular chromatin traps made by shrimp haemocytes, but also determine whether encapsulation in shrimps is impaired after knock-down of penaeidin.
New Tricks: Multi-functionality
Many AMPs in mammals are known to have other functions apart from killing of bacteria (Lai and Gallo, 2009 ), so it is reasonable to expect that AMPs from crustaceans might also show multi-functionality.
Proteinase inhibition
That crustins have proteinase inhibitory effects rather than antibacterial properties has been known for some 7 years or so (Amparyup et al., 2008b; Chen et al., 2008 Du et al., 2010; Du et al., 2015) . These crustins are almost exclusively Type III Du et al., 2010) . A small number of other crustins with proteinase inhibitory properties have two WAP domains (Chen et al., 2008; Du et al., 2009 ) so belong to the putative Type IV group. Only a few crustins show proteinase inhibitory effects and those that do rarely also exhibit microbicidal effects. However at least one crustin from P. monodon has been reported to exhibit both inhibitory and killing activities (Amparyup et al., 2008b) . Like most other proteinase inhibitory crustins, this bi-functional crustin is a Type III (Amparyup et al., 2008b) . Proteinase inhibition by crustin molecules is, in some ways, not wholly unexpected as many WAP domain-containing proteins present in a range of other taxa, including mammals, snakes, turtles, gastropods, and bivalves are noted for their potent proteinase inhibitory effects (see review by Smith, 2011) . Unfortunately, there has been little further progress in the understanding of proteinase inhibition by crustins in recent years, so there is clearly scope for this relatively neglected aspect of crustin functionality to be examined in further detail.
Binding and opsonisation
As it is crucial for killing, it is generally accepted that many crustacean AMPs bind bacteria or microbial cell wall components. Recent reports include Krusong et al. (2012) ; Du et al. (2015) ; Jiang et al. (2015) and Liu et al (2015) . For amphipathic AMPs, e.g. penaeidins and crustins, charge will play a part in binding, as discussed by Zasloff (2002) , and for ALFs the interaction with LPS appears to be mediated through the disulfide loop and the basic amino acids of the LPS-binding domain . However, it is unclear if binding of crustacean AMPs to bacteria also enhances their uptake by phagocytic cells, i.e. if any AMPs can act as opsonins, as proposed by Shockey et al. (2009) . Until recently there was no evidence for this but a recent paper has claimed that a Type I crustin does indeed promote phagocytosis in M. japonicus (Liu et al., 2015) . However, this study used an indirect approach, rather than a direct one, to assess phagocytic uptake. Briefly, the bacteria (L. anguillarum or S. aureus) were incubated in recombinant crustin MjCru I-1 prior to injection into shrimp, with uptake subsequently assessed by microscopy on monolayers prepared from haemocytes retrieved 15 and 30 minutes after injection. In vivo incubation, whilst in many ways representing a 'real-life' situation, does not allow for a change in the number of haemocytes in the circulation or alteration in the composition of the types present in the recovered blood. Such changes would almost certainly have occurred during the 15 and 30 minutes incubation period. There would have been some loss of haemocytes as capsules would be beginning to form at this time, and there would have been some cell lysis, ETosis or other cell deaths. Corroborative in vitro studies using separated haemocytes would help to confirm this otherwise very interesting finding. To date, opsonisation has not been recorded for any other crustins or penaedins, although Li and Song (2010) have produced evidence that the proline-rich domain of P. monodon penaeidin attracts haemocytes, especially those that are penaeidin-positive, to wound sites.
Haematopoiesis
Finally, recent research has produced evidence that crustacean AMPs also seem to play a role in haematopoiesis. The production of new haemocytes in most crustaceans is, in general, still incompletely understood. Most of the available information has been gained for the crayfish, P. leniusculus, with some work now also undertaken on shrimp, especially P. monodon. In crayfish, the process has been shown to involve prokineticin-like cytokines, named astakines, and transglutaminases (TGases). There are two astakines in crayfish:
one, astakine-1, stimulates proliferation of cells within the haematopoietic tissue, while the other, astakine-2, promotes the differentiation and development of these new cells (see review by Lin & Söderhäll, 2011) . Astakine-1 is synthesized in the haemocytes and is secreted into the plasma but binds to the haematopoieic tissue via a subunit of F 1 ATP synthase present on a sub-population of cells in the haematopoietic tissue (Lin et al., 2009) . P. monodon, by contrast, seems to have just one astakine, which, while structurally more similar to crayfish astakine 1, is functionally more akin to crayfish astakine-1 (Hsiao & Song, 2010) . In both crayfish and shrimp, TGase is present at high levels in the haematopoietic tissue and haemocytes (Lin et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2007) , where it keeps the cells in an undifferentiated state (Lin et al., 2008) . Absence of this protein through knock-down experiments, results in up-regulation of haematopoiesis and an increase in number of circulatory haemocytes as the immature cells within the tissue differentiate and migrate into the circulation (Lin et al., 2008; Fagutao et al., 2012) . Silencing of TGase in P. monodon further affects expression of genes encoding antimicrobial proteins particularly leading to down-regulation of genes for crustin and lysozyme (Fagutao et al., 2012) . Depletion of crustin (in this case, crustin 4 from P. monodon) and TGase significantly increase the level of astakine in the plasma (Chang et al., 2013) . Conversely, elevation of crustin and TGase, for example by injection of LPS, increases astakine levels and stimulates haemocyte proliferation (Chang et al., 2013) . To achieve this, crustin and TGase act together collaboratively, as similar effects do not occur if either of these is silenced individually (Chang et al., 2013) . The regulation of astakine appears to occur at the translational, rather than the transcriptional, level as an increase in astakine expression, induced through silencing of crustin and TGase, is not mirrored by a change in astakine mRNA and there is no increase in crustin expression following silencing of TGase (Chang et al., 2013) .
Interestingly, this crustin and TGase have been shown to associate with an un-translated region ( 3 'UTR 242-483 ) of astakine and, thus, are acting as RNA binding proteins (Chang et al., 2013) . These results may help explain why crustin-like transcripts have been identified in regenerating tissues of decapods (Stoss et al., 2003; Durica et al., 2006) and why expression levels of crustin in the crab, Portunus pelagica, change over the moult cycle (Kuballa et al., 2011) . Surprisingly, the level of crustin expression in this crab was found to be ca 7-8 fold higher during inter-molt than that at ecdysis, with intermediate levels recorded during the short pre-and post-moult times (Kuballa et al., 2011) . This would seem counter-intuitive for a protein primarily produced for microbial killing as ecdysis would be a time of great vulnerability to opportunistic infection and the crab would need protection to ensure its survival. This raises the question as to whether or not crustins associate with rapidly dividing cells, especially as in mammals, WAP domain-containing proteins with antimicrobial or proteinase inhibitory effects, are highly expressed in ovary, testes and certain cancerous tissues (Bingle & Vyakarna, 2008) . Further studies on the contribution made to cell and tissue renewal by AMPs, especially crustins, are clearly warranted.
Antiviral defence
As far as antiviral defence is concerned, AMPs in general are not usually considered as major contributing agents. However, Havenapan et al. (2014) claim that a crustin from P.
monodon binds Yellow Head Virus. By contrast, Hipolito et al. (2014) failed to detect any effects of crustin against White Spot Syndrome Virus. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one report of penaeidins having antiviral activity, although this was obtained only at near cytotoxic concentrations and with viruses not pathogenic for penaeid shrimp (CarrielGomes et al., 2007) . Given that the expression patterns for penaeidin and crustin show very mixed response to WSSV (Table 4) , there is little clear evidence that these AMPs take an active and direct role in protection against viral pathogens. However information is accumulating that ALFs might serve in this capacity. Several studies report up-regulation of ALF in both haemocytes and hepatopancreas upon WSSV challenge (Table 4) and then measured viral replication by qPCR using the protein, VP28, as the virus marker.
Interestingly, the recombinant ALF significantly reduced VP28 transcript levels with an IC 50 value of <2.5 µM (Tharntada et al., 2009) , revealing that ALF might have a direct effect on viral infectivity. It is unclear how ALF interacts with WSSV but a plausible explanation might be virus-binding, which would prevent them from attaching and entering their host cell.
More recent work by Li et al. (2015) tested the inhibitory activity of synthetic lipopolysaccharide binding domains from F. chinensis ALF (Group B) against WSSV. The authors incubated WSSV with synthetic domains before injecting the WSSV into the white prawn, Exopalaemon carinicauda, and then quantified the copy number. By substituting other amino acids for lysine, the authors demonstrated that the presence of lysine on the binding domain is essential for inhibiting the replication of the virus (Li et al., 2015) . Both studies support the notion that ALF could, indeed, be a candidate antiviral agent but further work needs to undertaken on the exact way by which ALFs interfere with viral replication.
Until this is clarified, the role of ALFs in defence against viral agents in crustaceans remains uncertain.
Discussion
This review aimed to provide an overview of recent advances in our knowledge of crustaceans AMPs and to identify exciting new avenues for future research. It also attempts to show that AMPs function not only as direct killing effectors (i.e. as natural antibiotics) but are also integral to the orchestration of the host defences as whole. Figure 2 AMPs are up-regulated, it is important to understand the findings in a holistic manner. Many studies do not take into account that the number of haemocytes changes dramatically in the first 24 h following introduction of non-self agents or materials into the circulation. It is now very well known that there is an initial drop in the total cell count, usually with the first hour or so, as granulated haemocytes, primarily semi-granular cells, exocytose their contents and initiate capsule formation (see review by Smith, 2010) . This is followed by a recovery period in which new haemocytes are generated in the haematopoietic tissue and repopulate the circulating pool (see reviews by Smith et al., 2010; Lin & Söderhäll, 2011; and Roulston & Smith, 2011 ). There will also be a change in the proportion of AMP-synthesizing cells post infection, with some dying in one way or another through pathogenic or toxic effects of the administered agent or material itself. Certainly, some haemocytes are sacrificed through ETosis, to aid trapping of infectious agents as discussed in Section 5.2.
There is therefore a need for expression studies to include information about the composition, size and viability of the haemocyte pool in the animal at the time of sampling.
Immune challenge, especially to high concentrations of infective agents or immunestimulating compounds as are usually used in many experiments, will have a profound impact on the homeostasis, with numerous genes, not just immune related ones, likely to be up-or down-regulated as the host copes with the onslaught. There may be changes in expression of genes not actually targeted for relative quantification, and therefore missed.
This also means that the observed changes in AMP expression could be an indirect consequence of treatment as much as a direct one. In addition, consideration needs to be given as to whether different isoforms of the AMP under investigation respond differently to the challenge, either in the degree of change in their expression or the timing of production.
As with all in vivo experiments, expression analyses will also be influenced by a range of There are still many questions about the functionality of AMPs in invertebrates, not least their multi-functionality and interaction, or not, with viral agents. From Tables 4-6 , and from the data mentioned in Section 6.4, it is would seem that ALFs are likely to play some part.
Clearly, these AMPs do more than participate in clotting as believed when first discovered in chelicerates. Of especial interest are the anionic ALFs belonging to Group D, as both their ability to bind LPS and to kill bacteria are weak compared to the ALFs in the other groups, as noted in Section 2.3 (above). What is needed is a better understanding of the interaction of ALFs with different types of virus and the consequences of knocking down the genes in healthy animals and those challenged with virus using the route of delivery more appropriate to that which would happen naturally in a shrimp pond. For WSSV, for instance this would be through cannibalisation of infected corpses.
Of the other AMPs considered in this review, the crustins still remain enigmatic. 
